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The Peacekeeping English Project is a major British government
project in 24 countries in central and eastern Europe and Central Asia. It
is funded by the Ministry of Defence and the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office

The aim of the programme is to enhance political and military stability
through improving the English language communication skills of the
police and armed forces, and so improve international co-operation in
NATO peacekeeping operations and other areas. 
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Introduction

This is your book of your English. 

Use it to keep a record of the English you want to learn and use.

It is an 'active' notebook for you to use at work but it will only be
as good as the notes you make. Use it to record important words
and actively use it and learn from it.

________________________________________

Name: ________________________________________________________

Address: ______________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________

e-mail: ________________________@______________________________

________________________________________

"Information is the oxygen of the modern age. It seeps
through the walls topped by barbed wire, it wafts across the
electrified borders. "

Ronald Reagan
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These pages are designed to help you assess your level of
English.

Use a pencil and starting at the bottom of the grids, read up
through the descriptions and shade in what you feel you can do. 

Stop shading when you feel you cannot do something.

You will then have a profile of what you can do in English.
Review this regularly.

C2
C1
B2
B1
A2
A1

You will also be able to see from the grid what you need to
learn. Use this to set your learning targets.

"This above all: to thine own self be true"
Hamlet

William Shakespeare



Listening Questioning Presenting

I can understand any kind of spoken
language at fast native speed.

I can understand and use idiomatic
language. I can express complex
questions precisely.

I can make clear, smooth-flowing
presentations and give effective briefings.

C2
I can understand everything except
heavily idiomatic language.

I can use language flexibly when
interacting with other proficient users
of English.

I can give a short impromptu speech of
welcome or thanks.

I can understand two people having a
conversation together.

I can ask detailed questions about my
field and other areas.

I can present a clear description of
complex processes or events in a well
structured presentation.C1

I can understand most everyday
conversations, films, TV news and
current affairs programmes.

I can interrupt and ask questions
during a presentation.

I can present advantages and
disadvantages of a proposal on a number
of subjects related to my field of interest.

I can understand the main points of a
conversation, radio or TV
programmes on topics I am familiar
with.

I can obtain most information I need I can present on a project or subject
closely related to my work.

B2

I can understand the main points of
clear speech on familiar topics in
work and leisure.

I can ask general questions about
familiar topics and situations.

I can comment on experiences and events.
I can retell a story or a film and give my
opinion on it.

I can understand most everyday
vocabulary.

I can ask simple questions on the
telephone.

I can present the outline of a project.
B1

I can understand a story in the past. I can ask someone about their work
and family.

I can tell a story set in the past. I can
describe my family, education and work in

simple terms.

A2
I can understand simple sentences. I can ask questions about a person’s

daily life.
I can describe my daily activities or

routines.
A1 I can understand basic phrases and

words.
I can find out prices and travel

information.
I can describe a simple picture, describe
where I live and work in simple phrases.



Persuading Writing Reading Socializing

I can chair a meeting or
negotiate successfully.

I can write reports, letters etc which
present a case in a logical way.

I can understand almost all
forms of written language.

I can be the host at
any social gathering.

C2 I can argue my point of
view easily.

I can write summaries of complex
reports.

I can understand factual texts
and specialised articles even
outside my field. 

I can tell stories and
jokes.

I can present my
opinions easily.

I can write specialist reports in an
appropriate style, highlighting the
salient points.

I can understand long and
complex fiction and non-fiction
texts.

I can be a good
dinner guest.

C1 I can make suggestions
and proposals.

I can write short reports, long memos
and e-mails. I can give reasons to
support my arguments.

I can understand specialised
articles and texts related to my
field.

I feel at ease in
social event, parties
etc.

I can discuss
alternatives.

I can write standard professional
letters and e-mails with few mistakes.

I can understand reports and
articles on current issues.

I can maintain a
conversation at a
social event.B2 I can discuss things but

sometimes need more
vocabulary.

I can write personal letters and e-
mails describing experiences and
impressions.

I can understand standard
professional letters and e-mails.

I can participate in
informal
discussions.

I can tell people what
will happen.

I can write informal letters. I can understand informal
letters.

I try to keep a
conversation going.

B1 I can take part in simple
discussions.

I can write short e-mails but I have to
use a spell-checker.

I can understand short e-mails. I can answer polite
requests.

A2
I can make simple
suggestions.

I can write very simple personal
letters.

I can understand short, simple
texts eg menus, timetables and
short personal letters.

I can offer to buy
someone a drink.

A1
I can give simple
information.

I can write postcards and  fill out
simple forms

I can understand simple notices
and posters.

I can give my name,
rank and serial
number.
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Council
of

Europe
ALTE Extracts from Common

Framework Descriptors Coursebook

C2 5

Can understand with ease virtually everything
heard or read. Can express him/herself
spontaneously, very fluently and precisely,
differentiating finer shades of meaning even in
more complex situations.

Proficiency

C1 4

Can understand a wide range of demanding, longer
texts, and recognise implicit meaning. Can express
him/herself fluently and spontaneously without
much obvious searching for expressions. Can use
language flexibly and effectively for social,
academic and professional purposes. 

Advanced

B2 3

Can understand the main ideas of complex text on
both concrete and abstract topics, including
technical discussions in his/her field of
specialisation. Can interact with a degree of fluency
and spontaneity that makes regular interaction with
native speakers quite possible without strain for
either party. 

Upper
Intermediate

B1 2

Can understand the main points of clear standard
input on familiar matters regularly encountered in
work, school, leisure, etc. Can deal with most
situations likely to arise whilst travelling in an area
where the language is spoken. 

Intermediate

A2 1

Can understand sentences and frequently used
expressions related to areas of most immediate
relevance (e.g. very basic personal and family
information, shopping, local geography,
employment). Can describe in simple terms aspects
of his/her background, immediate environment and
matters in areas of immediate need.

Pre-
Intermediate

A1 0

Can understand and use familiar everyday
expressions and very basic phrases aimed at the
satisfaction of needs of a concrete type. Can
introduce him/herself and others and can ask and
answer questions about personal details such as
where he/she lives, people he/she knows and things
he/she has. Can interact in a simple way provided
the other person talks slowly and clearly and is
prepared to help.

Elementary

Note: ALTE is the Association of Language Testers in Europe
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These pages are designed for you to write down how you will
describe yourself and your work to officials from other
countries.

Use them to help you prepare for meeting and communicating
with people.

__________________________________

"If A is a success in life, then A equals x plus y plus z. Work
is x, y is play; and z is keeping your mouth shut"

Albert Einstein 
1950
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You
What do you do?

Which department do you work in?

What are you responsible for?

How long have you been working there?

What are you interested in?
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Where do you live?

What is your home town like?

Are you married?

Do you have any children?

What do you like doing in your free time?
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Your Life History

I was born in (place)…………………………………………….….….. 

in (year) …………..…..

My parents come from (place) ……………………….…..…...………

I went to school in (place) …………..…….……...….………………...

After leaving school I studied (subject) ……………………………….

at (place) ………...………..…………………….……………………...

or 

I did a degree in (subject) …………………...…………………….…...

After leaving school/university I started worked as/in/for

………………………………………………………………………….

After that I …………………………………………………………..…

My first job was …………………………………………………..…

More recently I have been working as ……………………………..… 
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Your Daily Routine
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The Most Interesting Aspects of Your Work
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The Criminal Justice System Process in the UK

This is a layman’s view of the CJS in Britain. Read through it and
note any differences between this system and the one in your country.

When a crime is committed and then discovered or reported to the
police, the police launch an investigation. The crime scene is searched
and evidence is recorded and catalogued before being sent for analysis.
If there were witnesses then the police take statements from them.  If
there are any suspects they are interviewed/interrogated/questioned.

The aim of the police investigation is to build a case against a suspect.
When the police have finished their investigation an arrest is made and
the suspect is charged with committing the offence. A report is written
and submitted to the Crown Prosecution Service who decide whether it
is in the public interest to prosecute or not.

The accused appears in court and is either remanded in custody in a
very serious case or released on bail if there is no danger of the person
committing a further offence. A trial date is also set.

At the beginning of the trial the charges are read. The defendant enters
a plea of guilty or not guilty when they are asked the question ‘How do
you plead? Guilty or not guilty?’

The prosecution and defence lawyers take it in turns to make opening
statements before witnesses are called.  Witnesses take the stand, give
evidence and are cross-examined. The jury listens to the evidence and
may ask the judge to ask the witness a question.

Lawyers may object to questions by the other lawyers by saying
‘Objection’. The judge has to decide if he agrees with the objection –
then he says ‘Sustained’ or disagrees - then he says ‘Overruled’.

(Continued)
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When all the witnesses have been questioned the prosecution and
defence make closing arguments. The jury then retires to consider the
verdict and when it has reached a verdict, it returns to the courtroom
to deliver the verdict.

If the defendant is found not guilty then they are set free. If they are
found guilty then the judge passes sentence. The sentence can be a
fine, a custodial sentence, community service or a conditional
discharge.

If sentenced to a prison term the convicted person is taken away to
serve their sentence. An informal way of saying this is that the
prisoner ‘does time’. At the end of the sentence the convict is
released. If they are released early, they are released 'on parole'.

How different is this system to the one in your country?
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These pages have key words and phrases to help you make
effective presentations, write reports and question people and
spaces for you to collect more useful language.

“I keep six honest serving-men, (They taught me all I knew);
Their names are What and Why and When, And How and
Where and Who.”

     Rudyard Kipling
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Presentations
These pages give you an outline of a presentation. The boxes show
places where you have to add details. It is important to practise your
presentation and to think carefully about how you will say it.

Introduction

Can everyone see?
Well, good morning ladies and gentlemen.
Thank you for coming.
Before we start I’d like to introduce myself.

My name is

And I’m

I’m here today to talk about

I’m going to look at three main areas.

First, I’ll talk about

After that I will

And finally
 
My presentation will take around 10 minutes. If you have any
questions, I’ll be happy to answer them at the end of my talk.
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Main Presentation

First of all, I’d like to look at

Secondly,

This brings me to my last point, which is

Conclusion

In conclusion, let me briefly go through the main points again.

First I talked about

Then I described

And finally I

Right, I think that’s everything. Let me finish by thanking you very
much for your attention. And now, if you have any questions, I’ll be
happy to answer them.
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Other Useful Language

I’d like you to look at……
As you can see from the graph……
As I was saying….
The figures show that……
You will see that…..
As you know…….
As I mentioned earlier…….
I must emphasize that……
The question is…….
In general………..
On the other hand………
That’s a very good question.

Pronunciation

It is very important to say your presentation right. You have to pause
in the right places and stress the right words.

In conclusion,  (Pause) let me briefly go through the main points
again. (Pause)
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Presentations
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Meetings

The language presented below is to help you be successful in
meetings. Practise using the phrases before you use them in an
important meeting!

Using 'would' makes your comment seem less strong.

Money is no problem.  Money would be no problem.
We need to discuss this more.      We would need to discuss this more.

Continuous forms are also used to be more flexible or polite.

I was wondering if you could say a few words.

Presenting an argument

I would like to begin by…..
Firstly,…secondly….
On the whole

Asking for an opinion

What's your opinion on this….?

Giving an opinion

In my opinion…
I believe/think/feel that…

Agreeing

I agree completely.
I agree to some extent but…
I agree with most of what you say but…
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Disagreeing

I agree up to a point..
I'm afraid I don't agree.
I'm afraid I can't agree at all.

Interrupting

Could I just interrupt here?
May I interrupt here…

Saying nothing

I'm afraid I can't comment on this at the moment.

Expressing your view

I suggest that…
I propose that…
Why don’t we…
I'd like to emphasize that…
I'd like to point out that…

Summarising

To sum up… .
Finally,….
Let me conclude by summarising what has been said/agreed
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Questions

Use these pages to write down the questions you might ask people in
different situations.

Remember the word order for questions:

Do you like him?                   What do you think about him?
When did you last see her?                     What is your name?
What kind of car was it?                            Can you help me?
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Situations and Questions
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Situations and Questions
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Reports
Reports usually have some or all of these elements:

Title page
Contents 
Executive Summary
Introduction
Discussion
Conclusion
Recommendations
Annexes

Whenever you read a report in English look for useful phrases and use
these pages here to note this useful language. Then use these words
and phrases in the reports you write.

Executive Summary
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Introduction
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Discussion
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Conclusion
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Recommendations
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Telephoning

Telephoning in English can be difficult. Try to use these phrases to
help you. Know exactly whom you want to talk to and what you will
say if they are not available.

Introduction

This is…… Could I speak to……please?

Messages

Could I leave a message please?

Could you ask him to call me back please?

Responses you might hear

Just a minute, I’ll put you through.

Please hold.

I'm sorry he's  not in the office at the moment.
 in a meeting at the moment.

Can someone else help you?

Can I take your name?
Can I take a message?

Would you like to leave a message?
Shall I ask him to call you back?

Other useful phrases

It’s a very bad line. Can I call you back?
I'm sorry, I think you have the wrong number.
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Letters

These notes are for letters in a British English style.

• You should always write the name and address of the person 
     you are writing to

• Date: 1 March 2004 or 1st February 2003

Salutations Closure

Dear Sir
Dear Madam
Dear Sir or Madam
Dear Sirs

Yours faithfully

Dear Mr Smith
Dear Ms Smith Yours sincerely 

Dear John
Dear Julie Best wishes/Best regards

• Enc. Means ‘enclosure’ and is sometimes written at the
bottom of a letter to indicate other documents are included in the
same envelope

• c.c is used to show that a copy of the letter is being sent to the
person named

c.c. John Smith
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Standard Layout

It is not necessary to follow this layout exactly.

Concentrate on the salutations and closure and organising the
information logically in the letter.

Your ref: XYZ                     Your Address
Our ref: ABC

Title and Name
And Address of Addressee                     Date

Dear Mr Smith

Introduction paragraph

Main paragraph(s)

Closing paragraph

Yours sincerely

Your name
Title/Position

Enc.
c.c. James Bond
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Letter Phrases
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Exploiting
Texts
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Texts are a good source of language for you to learn and use.
You need to be able to find useful language in texts, remove it
and then use it for yourself.

The examples below show you some techniques for exploiting
texts. When you have found useful language in texts you have to
add it to the correct pages in this book so that you can easily
find it again and use it.
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Text 1 

The Police Forces of England and Wales

The Home Secretary is in charge of the police forces of England and Wales.

There are currently 43 English and Welsh police forces and these usually
cover the English counties or Welsh local authority areas.

Each police force is run by a local police authority except in London, where
the City of London police is run by the City of London Corporation. The
Metropolitan Police used to be run by the Home Secretary alone, but since
April 2000 has been accountable to a new police authority.

Most police authorities are made up of nine councillors, three magistrates
and five independent members. They appoint a chief constable, who is
responsible for how the force does its job. The chief constable can appoint,
promote and discipline officers up to and including the rank of
superintendent.

Each police force is divided up into divisions, based around a divisional
police station which is headed by a superintendent. Each force also has a
special constabulary, which is a part-time volunteer branch of the police
force. 

In this text there are lots of useful phrases with prepositions.

headed by accountable to
divided up into run by
responsible for in charge of
made up of
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Text 2

UK definition of organised crime 

An organised criminal works with others for a profit motive to commit an
offence which impacts on the UK, and for which a person aged 21 or over
on first conviction could expect to be imprisoned for three years or more.

From the National Criminal Intelligence Service website. www.ncis.co.uk/about.asp

This very short text has a number of interesting features which have
been highlighted.

Text 3

The NCIS

The National Criminal Intelligence Service has four areas of business. It
provides a strategic overview of organised crime in the annual UK Threat
Assessment of Serious and Organised Crime. It obtains operational
intelligence on the 'top few' criminals in the UK and organisations and
provides specialist services and intelligence co-ordination of the UK's
higher level criminal intelligence activity. The fourth area is its role as the
'custodian of the knowledge' about intelligence best practice and has
produced the National Intelligence Model. 

This text has good examples of collocations eg best practice

Text 4 From an FBI Report on School Shooters

‘Leakage’ occurs when a student intentionally or unintentionally reveals
clues to feelings, thoughts, fantasies, attitudes, or intentions that may
signal an impending violent act. These clues can take the form of subtle
threats, boasts, innuendoes, predictions, or ultimatums. They may be
spoken or conveyed in stories, diary entries, essays, poems, letters, songs,
drawings, doodles, tattoos, or videos.

http://www.ncis.co.uk/about.asp
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Words like ‘these’ and ‘they’ help organise English text by
referring to things already mentioned. 

Here are some other words which do the same:

those the it
that he she

The paragraph is also organised in a particular way.
The first sentence has a topic: 'leakage' then gives examples of
‘leakage’.
The second sentence has a New Topic: examples of ‘leakage’, then
comments on the examples.

The third sentence has the same Topic as the second: examples of
‘leakage’, then comments on the examples again.

This 'topic - comment' organisation fits into the known - unknown
organisation of English sentences.

It is important to notice how texts are structured.

Exploiting Texts Procedure.

1. Read a text to understand it.
2. Check any new vocabulary.
3. Notice how the text is structured.
4. Highlight interesting vocabulary you want to learn.
5. Transfer the vocabulary into this book.

Remember it is better to write down an example sentence than just
one or two words. 
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Collocations

In English words are often found together with other words. These are
the words ‘collocates’.

Example 1 Criminal 

            hardened
           convicted         criminal

              justice system
offence
proceedings
damage
law

         criminal

record

Example 2 Justice

                               social
               a miscarriage of
   to pervert the course of justice
         to bring someone to
                                rough

 

In the Topic and Key Word Pages you should collect key
collocations to re-use when writing or speaking.
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Key
Words
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Use these pages to record words associated with the key words
you select as in the example. 

Use the other page to make notes, record phrases and
collocations related to the key word.

'The only dumb question is a question you don’t ask'

Paul MacCready



punishment

life sentence

probationparole

imprisonment

community service

prison

jail

suspended sentence

the slammer

'inside'

'doing time'prisoner

warder
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 Key
Verbs
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There is a set of very common and useful verbs which are used
in a lot of expressions. Use these pages to collect expressions
with these verbs, like in the examples below.

Do Do me a favour!

Get Get lost!

Give Give me a break!

Go He’s going mad.

Have I haven’t had dinner yet.

Make Make my day!

Put Put these things away please

Take Take care of yourself.

Turn Turn off the lights please.
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Do 



101

Get 



102

Give 



103

Go



104

Have 



105

Make 



106

Put



107

Take 



108

Turn 



Topic
Vocabulary
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Use these pages to collect key words, phrases and
collocations about important topics.

Think carefully about the words you choose.

Try to make good notes and to learn and use the
words you collect.
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary



Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic:_____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic:_____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Topic: _____________________________________



Topic Vocabulary
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Sources 
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Web
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International and European Sources

Europol www.europol.eu.int
Interpol www.interpol.int

US Sources

CIA www.cia.gov
FBI www.fbi.gov

US Secret
Service www.treas.gov/usss

National Border
Patrol Council www.npbc.net

US Coast Guard www.uscg.mil

US Customs
Service www.customs.treas.gov

Immigration and
Naturalisation
Service

www.ins.usdoj.gov

UK Sources

Kent Police www.kent.police.uk

Metropolitan
Police www.met.police.uk

Hendon www.met.police.uk

Association of
Chief Police
Officers

www.acpo.police.uk

MI5 www.mi5.gov.uk

http://www.europol.eu.int/
http://www.cia.gov/
http://www.fbi.gov/
http://www.kent.police.uk/
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HM Customs and
Excise www.hmce.gov.uk

Police Federation www.polfed.org

National
Criminal
Intelligence
Service

www.ncis.co.uk

Home Office CJS www.cjsonline.org

Forensic Science
Service

www.forensic.gov.uk

News Organisations

CNN www.cnn.com

The BBC www.bbc.co.uk

BBC
Crimefighters www.bbc.co.uk/crime/fighters/index.shtml

NGOs

Open Society
News www.soros.org/open_society_news

Victim Support natiasso03.uuhost.uk.uu.net
International
Organisation for
Migration

www.iom.int

Transparency
International www.transparency.org

http://www.cnn.com/
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Your Web Sites
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Dictionary
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A
abduction (n) taking someone away illegally

abet (v) to help or encourage someone to do something criminal or

wrong

abuse (v) to treat someone in a cruel way; to make bad use of

something eg alcohol

access (n) the way of approach or entry

accessory (n) someone who helps a person commit a crime or does not

tell the police what the know about a crime

accident (n) unintentional unfortunate esp. harmful event

accomplice (n) someone who helps a person commit a crime

accurate (adj) precise

accused  (n) a person charged with an offence; the defendant in a

criminal case

acquis comunautaire (n) the entire body of EU legislation 

acquit (v) to find someone not guilty

acquittal  (n) release or discharge after a trial

actual bodily harm (UK)

(phrase)

a criminal offence in which someone gives another person

a minor injury

addicted to (adj) dependent on (a drug) as a habit

administrative law 

(adj + n)

laws which regulate how government departments affect

the lives and property of citizens

adultery (n) when a married person has sexual relations with a third

party

agenda (n) list of items to discuss at a meeting

aggravated assault 

(adj + n)

an unlawful attack by one person upon the person to inflict

severe or aggravated bodily injury. This type of assault is

usually accompanied by the use of a weapon

aim (n) purpose
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alias (n) a false name

alibi (n) a person who will confirm where you were at a certain time

on a certain date

allocate (v) to decide what something should be used for or where it

should be used

amendment  (n) a minor alteration or addition to a document

amnesty (n) an official pardon for a convicted person or a limited period

when no action will be taken against certain offenders

amphetamines (n) man-made drugs which stimulate the central and

peripheral nervous systems

appeal (n) the formal request that a higher court review the

judgement, decision, or order of a lower court and set it

aside (reverse it) or modify it; also, the judicial proceedings

resulting from such a request

appeal (v) to make earnest or formal request; apply to higher court for

revision of judicial decision

application form (n) formal document used to make a request

apply for (v) to make a formal request 

apprehend (v) to arrest someone; to understand something

apprehension (n) the capture or arrest of a criminal by the police

arbitration (n) an intervention by a third party to solve a dispute

arraignment (US) (n) a hearing in the criminal process when the defendant is

formally charged with an offence and informed of his/her

constitutional rights

arrest (v)

 
to deprive a person of their liberty by legal authority; the

capture of an alleged offender; lawfully seize; stop

arrest warrant  (n) a court document which directs a law enforcement officer

to arrest a person and bring them to court

arson (n) the crime of deliberately setting a dwelling house, public

building, motor vehicle or aircraft, personal property of

another, etc on fire

assassination (n) murdering a public figure such as a president 
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assault (n) a violent physical or verbal attack

asylum (n) protection that a government gives to people who have left

their own country, usually because they were in danger for

political reasons

attack (v) an act of using violence to try to hurt or kill somebody

attorney (n) a lawyer

audit (n) an examination of the accounts of a company

authentic (adj) known to be real and genuine and not a copy

authority (n) an organization which as power over something; official

permission

autopsy (n) an examination of a dead body to determine the cause of

death

B
bail (n) to free a person arrested or imprisoned when a monetary

or other form of security is given to secure the appearance

of the accused in court at a later date

balance sheet (n) the statement of the financial state of a company

ballistics (n) the scientific study of things which are shot or fired through

the air 

ballot (n) a vote in writing

ban (v) to forbid something officially

bank statement (n) a document which shows money going in and coming out

of a bank account

bankruptcy (n) the state of not being able to pay your debts

baton (US) (n) a short, heavy stick, carried by a policeman as a weapon:

UK  TRUNCHEON 

baton round (n) a plastic bullet

battery (n) the crime of using force against another person

bearer’s photo (n) picture of document owner
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beneficiary (n) a person who is left something in a will

bequeath (v) to leave property to someone in a will

bequest (n) the giving of property, money etc to someone in a will

beyond a reasonable
doubt (phrase)

evidence which is so convincing that the facts alleged are

proven to a moral certainty

bigamy (n) the state of being married to two people at the same time

bilateral (n) between two parties: compare with multilateral

black economy (n) the sector of the economy which is untaxed and

unregulated

blackmail (n) demanding money from someone by threatening to reveal

a secret about them 

blame (v) to consider someone or something responsible for

something bad or wrong

bomb disposal (n) the disarming and controlled demolition of a bomb

bomb threat (n) the reporting of a bomb or explosive device knowing that

such information is false

bond (n) a written document guaranteeing a defendant’s

appearance in court by specifying a sum to be paid as a

security if they do not appear

bonded goods (n) goods which are held in a bonded warehouse by customs

under a bond until duty has been paid on them

bounce a cheque (phrase) to write a cheque when there is not enough money in the

account to cover it

breach of the peace

(phrase)

causing  a disturbance eg a fight, riot

bribe (n) a gift offered to persuade a person to do something,

usually dishonest

bribery (n) offering money or gifts to someone in a position of

authority, eg a government official in order to persuade

them to help you

broker (n) a person who buys and sells things for others

brothel (n) a house where prostitutes work
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budget (n) sum of money allocated for  a specific purpose

burden of proof  (phrase) the duty of proving facts disputed in a trial. In a criminal

case the state must prove the facts beyond a reasonable

doubt

burglary (n) the crime of entering a building unlawfully to commit a

crime

C
CFI the Court of First Instance  (in EU)

c.i.f. Cost Insurance Freight

cadaver (n) a dead body

cannabis (n) a drug made from dried leaves and flowers or resin of the

Hemp plant

capital offence (n) a criminal offence punishable either by death or a life

sentence without the possibility of parole

capital punishment (n) the most severe of all sentences. Also known as the death

penalty

capture (v) to catch a person

cargo (n) the load of goods carried by a ship, lorry etc

casualty (n) a person who is injured or killed

case (n) a crime which the police are investigating

case-law (n) the law as established by precedents from previous court

rulings

CCWG Customs Co-operation Working Group

cell (n) a small room (especially in a prison or monastery)

CEPOL European Police College

charge with (v) to accuse someone of something illegal

charging document  (US) a written accusation alleging that a defendant has

committed an offence

chase (v) to follow someone in order to catch them
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chemical precursors (n) the ingredients for chemical weapons

cheque (n) a written order on a printed form telling a bank to pay

money to the person named: US spelling CHECK

CICP Centre for International Crime Prevention

CID (UK) Criminal Investigation Department

CIS Customs Information System; Commonwealth of

Independent States

citizenship (n) the status, rights and duties of a citizen, esp. of a particular

country

civil action (n) a court case brought by an individual rather than the state

civil servant (n) a person who works for the civil service

civil service (n) the organisation which administers the country for the

government

civilian (n) a person who has a civil job, not in the armed forces

CJS Criminal Justice System

clear-up rate (UK) (n) the percentage (%) of criminals caught by the police,

compared to the total number of crimes reported

close examination  

(adj + n)

a thorough check of something eg a document

clue (n) information or evidence which helps you to solve a crime

or puzzle

CND Commission on Narcotics Drugs

cocaine (n) a powerful drug make from the coca plant

code (n) a set of rules eg penal code; also way of replacing letters

and words so that the meaning is secret

code of conduct (n) a set of rules to be followed by a person in  a job

collaborate (v) to work together to produce something

collapse (v) to fail or fall down suddenly

collision (n) when two things hit each other

collusion (n) a secret agreement to do something

combat (v) to fight against

commit a crime (phrase) to do something illegal
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community service (n) unpaid work, as a punishment instead of being sent to

prison

competency (n) ability

complaint (n) a statement of one’s dissatisfaction

comptroller (n) the person in charge especially of accounts

con (n) trick

concurrent sentence (n) when 2 or more prison sentences are served together

confession (n) a signed statement by someone in which they admit that

they have committed a crime

confiscation (n) to take something away from the owner so that they can no

longer use it

consignment (n) the goods sent to someone

conspiracy (n) two or more people agreeing or planning to do something

illegal

contempt of court (phrase) the criminal offence of disobeying an instruction from a

judge

contraband (n) smuggled goods

contravene (v) to break or go against the rules

convention (n) an agreement similar to a treaty

convicted criminal 

(adj + n)

a person who has been found guilty in a court of law

conviction (n) a finding by the jury or judge that the accused is guilty of a

crime

co-operate (v) to  work together for a common purpose

copycat crime (n) a crime which is committed by someone who is copying

someone else ie committing the same kind of crime in the

same way

corporal punishment (n) physical punishment such as slapping or hitting with a belt

correction (US) (n) the punishment of criminals

corruption (n) dishonest and illegal behaviour by people in positions of

authority or power

counterfeit (adj) copied or made in imitation
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counterpart (n) a person doing a similar job or in a similar position in

another organisation

counter (n) against eg counter-intelligence; counter-terrorism

court (n) a place where justice is administered

court order (n) a decision of a judge that is made during a case

crew (n) the people who work on a ship or plane etc

crime (n) a violation of criminal law; an illegal activity or action

crime against humanity

(phrase)

a very serious crime that makes a lot of people suffer,

often committed during a war

crime prevention (n) stopping crimes before they happen

Crime Prevention Network a network set up in 2001 to supplement and facilitate

national crime prevention initiatives

crime rate (n) the number of crimes that people commit in a period of

time

crime scene (n) place where a crime was committed 

crime wave (n) a high number of similar crimes committed in  a short

space of time

criminal (n) someone who has committed a crime and been found

guilty

criminal charges (adj + n) official statements saying that someone is accused by the

police of committing a crime

criminal negligence 
(adj + n)

the crime of not doing something that would have

prevented a serious accident

criminal proceedings 

(adj + n)

the process of examining a crime in a court of law

criminal record (adj + n) an official list of crimes that someone has committed

criminologist (n) a person who studies crime and criminals

criminology  (n) the scientific study of crime and criminals

crisis (n) a time of great danger or difficulty

crook (n) a dishonest person or a criminal. Informal.

cross-examine (v) when a defence lawyer questions a witness for the

prosecution and visa versa
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Crown Court (n) a court in which criminal cases are tried by a judge and

jury rather than by a magistrate. England and Wales only.

culpable homicide (n) = murder; culpable means there is blame for something ie

not an accident

culprit (n) a person who is responsible for doing something wrong

custody (n) the care of police or prison authorities

customs (n) the government department that collects taxes paid on

goods coming into a country

cybercrime (n) computer crime

D
damage (n) injury or hurt, esp. to a thing

Daphne Programme an EU Commission programme specifically aimed at

stopping violence against children, young people and

women 

death row (US) (n) the part of a prison which contains the cells for criminals

who have been sentenced to death

debenture (n) a document in which a company acknowledges owing a

debt

debit (n) money which a company owes

deception (n) a trick

decriminalize (v) to change the law so that an crime is no longer a criminal

offence

default (n) a failure to do something required by law eg honour a

contract, pay back a debt

defendant (n) an accused person charged with committing a crime

deferred payment (n) payment  of goods over a long period of time

defraud (v) to trick someone to get money illegally

delinquency (n) criminal behaviour, mostly of young people

deposit (n) money placed in a bank
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deputy (n) a person who is the next most important person below a

head of a school, a political leader etc

destination (n) the place to which someone or something is going

detain (v) to keep somebody in an official place, such as a police

station

detention (n) when someone is arrested or put in prison

determinate sentence (n) an exact prison term (or ‘tariff’) that is set by law, not one

that may be shortened because of good behaviour

deterrent (n) punishment which will stop people committing a crime

deviation (n) to be not the same; different from the original

digit (n) any number between 0 and 9

distinguishing marks 

(adj + n)

marks or features which are visible such as moles, scars

etc

district (n) an area of a country or town

disturbing the peace

(phrase)

fighting, or challenging to fight, in a public place; disturbing

others by loud and unreasonable noise; or using offensive

words likely to produce a violent reaction

division (n) a section of an organisation

dock (n) the part of a court where the defendant stands; part of a

port where goods are loaded and off-loaded onto ships

double jeopardy  (n) being charged twice for the same crime. No individual can

be charged for the same crime after being found not guilty

during a criminal trial

driving licence (n) a document which shows the right to drive a vehicle

driving under the
influence   (phrase)

driving or operating any vehicle while under the influence

of alcoholic beverage or narcotics

drug (n) an illegal substance that some people smoke, inject etc. to

give them pleasure or an exciting feeling

drug trafficking (n) trading in illegal drugs such as heroin, cannabis, cocaine

etc

dual citizenship (n) having  citizenship of two different countries

duty (n) import tax on goods
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duty (n) something that you feel you have to do because it is your

moral or legal responsibility

duty free (n) goods that you can bring into a country without paying tax (du

them

E
ecstasy (n) a feeling of great happiness; a synthetic drug sometimes

containing MDMA

EDU European Drugs Unit

electronic tagging (n) when a criminal has an electronic device attached to them

so that the police know where they are

embezzlement (n) stealing money in your care, often over a period of time

EMCDDA European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction

emergency (n) a potentially dangerous situation

emergency passport (n) this document is issued when the previous passport has

been lost or stolen

enforcement (n) making sure that rules and laws are followed

entrapment (n) tempting someone to commit an offence so that they can

be arrested

escape (v) to get away from a place where you have been kept as a

prisoner or not allowed to leave

Eurojust a high level team of senior lawyers, magistrates, judges

and prosecutors seconded to Brussels to give immediate

legal advice in cross-border cases

European Police Chief's
Task Force

a top-level forum for communication

Europol an academy for training senior and middle-ranking law

enforcement officials

evacuate (v) to move people to a safer place

evade tax (phrase) to try to not pay taxes
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evidence (n) the facts, signs or objects that make you believe that

something is true

expire (v) to be no longer valid because the period of validity has

ended

export (v) to sell and send goods to another country

extend (v) to make something last longer, e.g. passport, visa

external borders (n) borders with a country which is not in the EU

extinguish (v) to put out eg a fire so that it is no longer burning

extortion (n) getting money by threats

extradition (n) the sending of a person out of one country to another to

face criminal charges

F
facsimile (n) an exact copy of a document

FAFT Financial Action Task Force

fake document (n) not genuine; appearing to be something it is not

Falcone an EU Commission programme for encouraging co-

operation in combating organised crime

false (adj) not correct or true

fatal (adj) causing death

fault (n) a mistake; something for which one is to blame

fee (n) an amount of money that you pay for professional advice

or service

felony  (US) (n) an offence punishable by death or imprisonment for a term

exceeding one year

fine (n) a sum of money as an official punishment

fingerprint (n) a mark made by the pattern on the tip of a finger, often

used by the police etc

fire engine (UK) (n) a vehicle which carries equipment to fight fires: US FIRE

TRUCK
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firearm (n) a gun that can be carried (formal)

fiscal (adj) referring to tax

flood (n) lots of water covering an area which is normally dry

foreigner (n) a person who comes from a different country

forgery (n) signing the name of another person without authority to do

so or falsely making, altering, forging, or counterfeiting

documents, etc.

fraud (n) is the crime of getting money from someone by deceiving

them

free of charge (phrase) without needing payment

frontier (n) a border

fugitive (n) a person who is running away from justice

G
gang (n) an organized group of criminals; a group of young people

who associate together 

gangster (n) a member of an organized group of violent criminals

genetic fingerprinting (n) the method of finding a particular pattern of genes in

evidence in order to identify someone

good behaviour (n) conduct required for criminals to get out of prison early or

other privileges while in prison

goods (n) things that are produced to be sold

grass  (UK) (n) someone who tells the police about criminal activities.

Informal

guilty (adj)
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H
hacking (n) using computers and writing programs especially to access

systems and data illegally

handcuffs (n) a pair of metal rings joined by a chain, used by policemen

to secure a person's arms at the wrist

hardened criminal (adj + n) someone who has committed many crimes

HDG Horizontal Drugs Group

heroin (n) opiate-based narcotic

hijacking (n) the taking control of an aeroplane etc by force, usually in

order to make political demands

hit and run (n) a car accident in which the guilty driver does not stop to

help the other party

homicide (n) the deliberate killing of one human being by another.

Murder and non-negligent manslaughter are included.

hooligan (n) a person who behaves in an extremely noisy and violent

way in public, usually in a group

hose (n) a flexible pipe for water to be pumped through

hostage (n) a person who is held so that promises will be kept

hot wire (v) to start a vehicle without using a key

human trafficking (n) buying and selling and smuggling people

hung jury (n)   a jury whose members cannot agree whether the accused

is guilty or innocent

I
identification/identity card

(n)

a document showing holder’s personal details and photo:

ID
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identity parade (UK) (n) when a witness tries to identify the criminal from among a

line of people US: LINE UP

illegal (adj) not allowed by the law; not legal

illegible (adj) almost impossible to read; difficult to read

illicit (adj) illegal

imprisonment (n) the sentencing of a criminal to a period of time during

which they will be deprived of their freedom: incarceration

incarceration (n) imprisonment; confinement in a jail or penitentiary:

imprisonment

incident (n) an event or happening esp. something unusual or

unpleasant

incite (v) to encourage someone to commit a crime

incriminate (v) to show that  a person has committed a crime

indecent  exposure (n) a criminal offence when someone exposes their genitals in

public

infraction   (n) an offence punishable by a fine or other penalty, but not by

incarceration

infringement (n) the breaking of a law or copyright

innocent (adj) not guilty of a crime; not having done something wrong

inquest (n) an inquiry into a suspicious death or a political scandal

inquiry (n) an investigation

insanity (n) being mad, not sane

insolvency (n) the state of not having enough money to meet financial

obligations

insurance (n) the promise of a sum of money in event of loss e.g. by fire

or other disaster

intellectual property 

(n)

ownership of something like copyright, a patent or a design

interrogation (n) questioning  a suspect

intruder (n) a person who has entered a building when they are not

allowed

investigation (n) an official examination of the facts about a crime etc
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invitation (n) a spoken or written request to somebody to do something

or to go somewhere usually for social purposes

irregularity (n) not correct; not according to the usual rules or regulations

issue (v) to give out eg to issue firearms

item (n) a single article or object

J
jail (n) a place for keeping someone for time periods longer than

overnight in a police station ‘lock-up’ and shorter than

those usual for a prison: also GAOL

judge (n) a person in a court of law who has the authority to decide

how criminals should be punished or to make legal

decisions

judgement (n) the decision of the court

jurisdiction (n) the territory, subject matter, or person(s) over which a

court or other justice agency may exercise a lawful

authority

jury (n) a group of people summoned and sworn to decide on the

facts in issue at trial. Composed of peers or a cross-

section of the community

justice (n) the legal process of judging and punishing people; the fair

treatment of people

K
kidnapping (n) taking somebody away illegally and keep them as a

prisoner, especially in order to get money (ransom) or

something else for returning them
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L
ladder (n) A piece of equipment with steps or rungs for climbing up

the side of buildings etc

larceny (n) stealing; theft

latent image (n) a security feature which can only be observed when facing

the light and at a sharp angle. It is also called ‘ghost

image’; also used in 'latent fingerprint'

law breaker (n) a person who does not obey the law

law-abiding (n) keeping within the law; not breaking the law

lawyer (n) a person who is trained and qualified to advise people

about the law and to represent them in a court of law

legal (adj) allowed by the law

legal tender (n) money that can be legally used in  a certain country

levy (n) money which is demanded by the government 

libel (n) printing or publishing something which is untrue and

damages another person’s reputation

licence (n) an official document that shows that permission has been

given to do, own or use something

liquid assets (n) cash

liquidator (n) the person who administers the liquidation of a company

during bankruptcy

litigation (n) bringing a lawsuit against someone

looting (n) stealing from shops etc left unprotected after a violent

event like a riot or a natural disaster such as an

earthquake

LSD a powerful hallucinogenic drug: known as acid

luggage (n) bags, cases, etc. that contain somebody’s clothes and

things when travelling
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M
machine readable (adj) in a form that a computer can understand

magistrate (n) an official who acts as a judge in law courts which deal

with minor crimes 

maiden name (n) a woman’s name before marriage

manslaughter (n) is killing a person by accident or negligence

marital status (n) the fact of whether you are single, married etc. 

methadone (n) a synthetic narcotic drug used to treat heroin addicts

minimum salary/wage (n) the lowest amount of money that an employer is allowed to 

pay for work by law

minor  (n) an infant or person under the age of legal competence (18

years old)

miscarriage of justice

(phrase)

when the wrong person is convicted

miscellaneous expenses 

(adj + n)

different kind of expenses, usually difficult to group under 

one name

misconduct (n) is bad or improper behaviour by a person in a position of

authority or trust, such as a doctor, police officer etc

misdemeanour (n) an offence, less serious than a felony, with less severe

penalties, generally punishable by fines and or

imprisonment  less than one year

mistrial (n) a trial discontinued before reaching a verdict because of

some procedural defect or difficulty

money laundering (n) the conversion of money and assets from illegal activities

into apparently legitimate money and assets

motions  (n)  procedural moves made by either defence attorney or

prosecutor and submitted to the court, helping to define

and set the ground rules for the proceedings of a particular

case
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mug shot (n) a photograph of a criminal suspect taken by the police

(slang)

mugging (n) the crime of attacking somebody violently or threatening to

do so, in order to steal their money, esp. in a public place

murder (n) killing a person deliberately

N
narcotic (n) a powerful illegal drug that affects the mind in a harmful

way

nark (n) police informant (slang)

negotiation (n) the act of trying to reach an agreement

no-go area (adj + n) a place which has a reputation for violence and crime so

people are frightened to go there  

O
obey (v) to do what you are told or expected to do

obligation (n) a duty to do something

off the record (phrase) comments which are not official or when the source cannot

be identified

offence (n) a violation of the law; the act of upsetting or insulting

somebody

operation (n) a military or police action

OSCE Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe

P
paedophile (n) a person who is sexually attracted to children
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parole  (n) in criminal law, a conditional release; the condition being

that a prisoner should fulfil certain requirements or will be

returned to serve the unexpired time. 

passenger (n) a traveller on a ship, plane, train etc

peace officer (n)  police officer charged with the duty to enforce and

preserve the public peace. 

penal (adj) relating to the punishment of offenders: penal code and

penal institutions

penalize (v) to punish somebody for breaking a rule or law by making

them suffer a disadvantage

penalty (n) a punishment for breaking a law, rule or contract

perjury (n) is the crime of lying in court while giving evidence, when

you have promised to tell the truth

 permit (n) an official document that gives somebody the right to do

something

persecute(v) to treat people in a cruel way

persistent offender (n) a person who has committed crimes at least three times

before

personal recognizance  (n) a condition under which an individual is released from jail

or arrest, in lieu of bail, upon his/her promise to appear in

court and answer a criminal charge

petty crime (n) crimes which are not very serious

pickpocket (n) a person who steals money etc from other people’s

pockets esp. in crowded places

pick-pocketing (n) stealing things from people’s pockets or handbags, usually

in public places

pilfering (n) stealing small amounts of things of little value, often over a

long period of time

plea (n)  statement made by the defendant as to his/her guilt or

innocence of the charge made against him/her by the

state. 
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plea-bargain  (n) a negotiation in which concessions are made by the

prosecution in exchange for a guilty plea from the

defendant. 

plead guilty or not guilty

(phrase)

when a defendant officially states that they are guilty or not

guilty of the crime at the start of a trial 

pornography (n) sexually explicit photographs, videos, DVD etc and writing

pre-trial release  (adj + n)  release of a defendant, before trial, under conditions like

bail or personal recognizance to ensure the defendant’s

appearance as required. 

premeditated crime (n) a crime which is planned before it is done.

press charges against
someone (phrase)

to start a process of law

prevention (n) making sure something eg  a crime does not happen

prison (n) a place for long-term incarceration for a crime

probable cause (n) a set of facts and circumstances which would induce a

reasonably intelligent and prudent person to believe that

which has been presented

probation  (n) a system to encourage good behaviour among prisoners

by reducing the length of their term as a reward for good

behaviour.

probation officer (n) a person whose job is to supervise persons who have

been put on probation

procedure (n) the set formal way of doing something

prohibit (v) to stop something from being done or used especially by

law

prolong (v) to make something last longer

property (n) a thing or things that are owned by somebody

property crime  (n) eg burglary, larceny-theft, motor vehicle theft, and arson

prosecution (n) the action of charging someone and putting them on trial;

also the people who do this are 'the prosecution'

prosecutor (n) the person who brings an action against another in the

name of the government
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public drunkenness  

(adj + n)

offences related to drunkenness or intoxication in public

public order (n) a situation when there are no riots, the general public is

calm

punish (v) to make someone suffer for a crime they have committed

pursuit (n) chasing after someone to try to catch them

Q
quay (n) a platform in a harbour where boats come in to load, etc:

also DOCK

R
rape   (n) forcible sexual intercourse with a person

recidivist (n) someone who has committed crimes in the past and has

begun to commit crimes again 

recognize (v) to see, hear etc and know who or what that person, thing

etc is, because one has seen or heard him before

record (n) the collected facts from the past of a person, institution etc

refugee (n) a person who seeks shelter in another country from war, 

disaster etc

registration number (n) the letters and numbers which a car, bus etc has on a plate

at the front and rear

remand (n) when a person accused of a crime is remanded in custody

or on bail, they are told to return to the court at a later date

for their trial

rental  (n) paying money for the use of something for (generally) a

short time eg a car: also HIRE a car UK
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repeat offender (n) someone who commits the same sort of crime more than

once

report (n) a statement or description of what has been said, seen,

done etc

repression (n) the use of force to control a group of people

require (v) to need; to ask or order to do something

residence (n) the state of living in a particular place

restitution (n) the payment of money or goods to the victim of a crime or

to the state government entity as a payment for an offence

restricted (adj) limited or small in size or amount; controlled by rules or

laws; limited access

revenue (n) money earned

rights (n) moral or legal entitlements

riot (n) a situation in which a group of people behave in a violent

way in a public place, often as a protest

robbery (n) taking or attempting to take anything of value from a

person or place by force or threat of force or violence

and/or by putting the victim in fear

rope (n) very strong thick string used for climbing etc

S
safe house (n) a place where someone can stay and be protected. Often

used by spies, criminals, or the police

safety n the state of not being in danger or harm

scan (v) to examine carefully; to pass radar beams etc over; to look

quickly but not in detail

Schengen Schengen area/visa/countries

seal (n) an official design or mark, stamped on a document to show

that it is genuine and carries the authority of a particular

person or organization
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search party (n) organised group of people looking for someone who is

missing

second-degree crimes
(US) (adj + n)

crimes that are less serious than first-degree crimes

secured debts (n) debts which are guaranteed by assets

securities (n) investments in stocks and shares

security clearance (n) level of access to official and secret documents

security features n special elements to protect a document against fraud

sedition (n) the crime of saying or publishing words to incite hatred of

the government and create civil disorder

seizure (n) taking possession of something eg seizure of assets

sentence (n)  the judgement by the judge upon the defendant after their

conviction in a criminal prosecution, setting the punishment

for the offence

shoplifting (n) taking goods from a shop without paying

signature (n) your name as you usually write it; a signed name

SIS Shengen Information System; Secret Intelligence Service

(UK)

slander (n) saying something untrue about someone with the intention

of damaging his or her reputation

smoking gun (n) a piece of evidence that proves that something is true or

that someone is responsible for a crime

smuggling (n) the crime of taking things or people illegally into or out of a

country

solitary confinement 

(adj + n)

when a prisoner is kept in a cell alone

solution (n) an answer to a puzzle, riddle, problem etc

solve a crime (phrase) to find out who committed the crime

spouse (n) a husband or wife

squad (n) a special group of police eg drugs squad, vice squad

stain (n) a dirty mark on something, that is difficult to remove

strip search (n) searching a person who has taken all their clothes off
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subpoena (n) an official court notice mandating the appearance of a

person or records at a specific time and place to give

testimony on a certain matter

substance (n) a material; as a scientific term, an element, compound or

mixture

suicide (n) killing yourself: to commit suicide

summons  (n) an official court notice mandating the specific time and

place for a person to appear in court to answer a complaint

against

surveillance (n) watching someone very carefully

suspect (n) a person who the police think may be guilty of a crime

suspect (v) to think a person etc guilty; to distrust; to think probable

suspended sentence  (n)  a sentence (usually ‘jail time’) that a judge allows the

convicted person to avoid serving but if the person breaks

the law again (within a set time) they will have to serve this

sentence

suspicion (n) belief or feeling that someone has done something wrong 

swindle (n) an illegal deal when someone is cheated out of some

money

synthetic drugs (adj + n) psychoactive substances produced in a laboratory also

known as designer drugs

T
tax -exempt (n) not required to pay tax

taxable (adj) that which can be taxed

tax-deductible (adj) an expense which can be taken away from income before

tax is calculated

tax-free (adj) goods etc. you do not have to pay tax on

terrorism (n) the use of violence such as murder and bombing in order

to obtain political demands
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testimony (n) a statement made by a person or people who testify in a 

court of law

theft (n) an act of stealing from a person or place

thief (n) a person who steals

threat (n) the danger of something bad happening; a warning that

one is going to hurt or punish someone

tip-off (n) information that a crime is going to be committed etc

to pervert the course of
justice (phrase)

prevent the legal process of justice

track down (v) to find

traffic (n) the vehicles that are on a road at a particular time

trafficker (n) a (usually illegal or dishonest) dealer

trafficking (n) to trade in stolen or illegal goods eg drugs, or people

traits (n) characteristics

tranquillisers (n) drugs which calm people down

transfer (v) moving someone from one place to another

transit (n) the carrying or movement of goods, passengers etc from

place to place; the act of going through a place on the way

to somewhere else

transparent (adj) the quality of something that allows you to see through it

treason (n) the crime of betraying your own country by helping its

enemies

trespass (n) certain acts wilfully committed on private or public lands

e.g., refusal to leave a public building upon request when

the building is closed for business

trial (n) the examination of an issue before a court of law 

U
uniform crime reports
(US) (n)

a federal reporting system which provides data on crime

based on police statistics
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unlawful assembly 

(adj + n)

an offence when three of more people meet to commit a

crime or breach the peace

V
VAT Value Added Tax

vaccination card (n) a document showing that you or your pet is vaccinated

against a disease

validity (n) the state of being legally or officially acceptable; being

valid

value (n) worth, importance or usefulness; price

vandalism (n) destruction of any public or private property without

consent of owner

vehicle (n) any means of transport on land, esp. on wheels

venue (n)  a place where people meet for an organized event, e.g. a

concert; the particular place within which a court with

jurisdiction may hear and decide on a case

verdict (n) the decision of the court

verify (v) to check that something is true or accurate

vessel (n) a large ship or boat

vice (n) criminal activities, especially connected with pornography

or prostitution

vice squad (n) the section of a police force that deals with crime relating

to pornography, prostitution, and gambling

victim (n)  a person who suffers direct or threatened physical,

emotional or financial as a result of a crime

vigilante (n) a person who protects their community by catching and

punishing criminals
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W
warn (v) to tell someone about something in advance

white-collar crime (adj + n) crime committed by people who work in offices like stealing

money secretly from companies

will (n) a legal document that says what is to happen to

somebody’s money and property after they die

winch (n) a machine for lifting up heavy objects with a system of

ropes and pulleys

violence (n) great roughness and force, often causing severe physical

injury or damage

witness (n) a person who sees something happen

X
Y
year of production/
manufacture (phrase)

date showing in what year a vehicle etc was produced

Z
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First Form Second Form Third Form
awake awoke awoken
be was, were been
bear bore born
beat beat beat
become became become
begin began begun
bend bent bent
beset beset beset
bet bet bet
bid bid/bade bid/bidden
bind bound bound
bite bit bitten
bleed bled bled
blow blew blown
break broke broken
breed bred bred
bring brought brought
broadcast broadcast broadcast
build built built
burn burned/burnt                      burned/burnt
burst burst burst
buy bought bought
cast cast cast
catch caught caught
choose chose chosen
cling clung clung
come came come
cost cost cost
creep crept crept
cut cut cut
deal dealt dealt
dig dug dug
dive dived/dove dived
do did done
draw drew drawn
dream dreamed/dreamt dreamed/dreamt
drive drove driven
drink drank drunk
eat ate eaten
fall fell fallen
feed fed fed
feel felt felt
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First Form Second Form Third Form
fight fought fought
find found found
fit fit fit
flee fled fled
fling flung flung
fly flew flown
forbid forbade forbidden
forget forgot forgotten
forego (forgo) forewent foregone
forgive forgave forgiven
forsake forsook forsaken
freeze froze frozen
get got gotten
give gave given
go went gone
grind ground ground
grow grew grown
hang hung hung
hear heard heard
hide hid hidden
hit hit hit
hold held held
hurt hurt hurt
keep kept kept
kneel knelt knelt
knit knit knit
know knew know
lay laid laid
lead led led
leap leaped/leapt leaped/leapt
learn learned/learnt learned/learnt
leave left left
lend lent lent
let let let
lie lay lain
light lighted/lit lighted
lose lost lost
make made made
mean meant meant
meet met met
misspell misspelled/misspelt misspelled/misspelt
mistake mistook mistaken
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First Form Second Form Third Form
mow mowed mowed/mown
overcome overcame overcome
overdo overdid overdone
overtake overtook overtaken
overthrow overthrew overthrown
pay paid paid
plead pled pled
prove proved proved/proven
put put put
quit quit quit
read read read
rid rid rid
ride rode ridden
ring rang rung
rise rose risen
run ran run
saw sawed sawed/sawn
say said said
see saw seen
seek sought sought
sell sold sold
send sent sent
set set set
sew sewed sewed/sewn
shake shook shaken
shave shaved shaved/shaven
shear shore shorn
shed shed shed
shine shone shone
shoe shoed shoed/shod
shoot shot shot
show showed showed/shown
shrink shrank shrunk
shut shut shut
sing sang sung
sink sank sunk
sit sat sat
sleep slept slept
slay slew slain
slide slid slid
sling slung slung
slit slit slit
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First Form Second Form Third Form
sow sowed sowed/sown
speak spoke spoken
speed sped sped
spend spent spent
spill spilled/spilt spilled/spilt
spin spun spun
spit spit/spat spit
split split split
spread spread spread
spring sprang/sprung sprung
stand stood stood
steal stole stolen
stick stuck stuck
sting stung stung
stink stank stunk
stride strode stridden
strike struck struck
string strung strung
strive strove striven
swear swore sworn
sweep swept swept
swell swelled swelled/swollen 
swim swam swum
swing swung swung
take took taken
teach taught taught
tear tore torn
tell told told
think thought thought
thrive thrived/throve thrived
throw threw thrown
thrust thrust thrust
tread trod trodden
understand understood understood
uphold upheld upheld
upset upset upset
wake woke woken
wear wore worn
weave weaved/wove weaved/woven
wed wed wed
weep wept wept
wind wound wound
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First Form Second Form Third Form
win won won
withhold withheld withheld
withstand withstood withstood
wring wrung wrung
write wrote written
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